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Executive Summary 34 
 35 

 36 

Recognizing that many changes have occurred since the implementation of the 37 

Communications Services Tax in 2001, the Florida Legislature in 2012 created a 38 

Communications Services Tax Working Group (“Working Group”) to study issues relevant to the 39 

tax and identify options for improving the system.  The Legislature sought options that would not 40 

only streamline the administrative system, but also remove competitive advantages within the 41 

industry as it related to the state’s tax structure.  The Legislature was sensitive to the impact 42 

that such options could have on local governments and added the caveat that options to remove 43 

competitive advantages should not unduly reduce revenues to local governments. 44 

For a tax system to work well, it should be reliable, simple, neutral, transparent, fair, and 45 

modern.  Florida’s Communications Services Tax could benefit from reform in nearly every one 46 

of these areas, especially given the pace of technological change over the last 11 years.  Under 47 

the status quo, state and local governments will likely experience revenue declines as 48 

discriminatory tax policy, technological changes, and consumer preferences continue to 49 

undermine the Communications Services Tax base by shifting consumer purchases to services 50 

not subject to the tax.   51 

 After reviewing numerous options intended to improve the current system, the Working 52 

Group concluded that the best approach to modernize the tax structure would be to repeal the 53 

Communications Services Tax and bring all communications services under the sales and use 54 

tax of Chapter 212, F.S.   This approach, termed the “Holistic Replacement” option will:  55 

1) Promote competitive neutrality between communications providers; 56 

2) Tax like goods and services the same; 57 

3) Resolve the current dispute over the taxation of prepaid wireless service; 58 

4) Streamline the administrative system; and 59 

5) Be revenue neutral for the governmental entities; 60 
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4)6) Will reduce the tax burden for the “typical” Florida taxpayer and “typical” small 61 

business, and 62 

5)7) Provide a more reliable and stable revenue stream.  63 

 While the tax rate for communications services varies, it is generally more than twice the 64 

current sales and use tax rate.  Because communications services are taxed at a much higher 65 

rate than goods and services under the sales and use tax, a small increase in the sales and use 66 

tax rate will be needed to compensate for the repeal of the Communications Services Tax.  The 67 

Department of Revenue’s Office of Tax Research estimates that the state sales and use tax rate 68 

would need to be adjusted from the current rate of 6 percent to 6.34 percent to offset the loss of 69 

revenue from the repeal of the Communications Services Tax.  A mechanism to establish the 70 

distribution of revenues would need to be created.; the intent is to maintain revenue neutrality 71 

for the collecting governmental entities. 72 

The Holistic Replacement option represents the consensus option of the Working Group.   73 

All eight voting members support this option, which include the four members representing 74 

industry and the four members representing local government.  The two members representing 75 

municipalities also support this approach, but conditioned their support upon certain principles 76 

that they believe are critical to the proposal’s implementation.  The Working Group believes that 77 

this option is the best solution to modernize the state’s taxation of communications services and 78 

achieve the stated goals of streamlining the administrative system and removing competitive 79 

advantages in the industry without unduly reducing revenues to local governments. 80 

  81 

82 
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I. Introduction 83 

 The Communications Services Tax (CST) was implemented in 2001 as a replacement or 84 

swap for existing tax and fee revenues that were critical to the funding of state and local 85 

governments in Florida from their inception.  The CST was not new-found money, but simply 86 

replaced funding that had been received through the separate revenue streams.  These 87 

revenue streams included:  state sales and use tax; Local option sales and use surtax; gross 88 

receipts tax; negotiated local franchise fees for private use of the public rights-of-way by 89 

telecommunication companies and cable companies; locally imposed utility taxes, which appear 90 

to have been put in place in the 1940’s to help fund local government; and permit fees for 91 

construction and inspections of work performed in local rights-of-way for the safety of the 92 

traveling public.  Some of these revenues were, and continue to be in their rebirth as the CST, 93 

used to secure government bonds.    94 

In the late 1990s, a gubernatorial task force produced a report calling for Florida to 95 

modify its taxes on communications services and adopt a “unified tax” with an additional unified 96 

statewide “privilege fee” for local governments.  Several years later, legislative leaders 97 

convened a working group of interested parties including representatives of local governments, 98 

the communications industry, and legislative and Department of Revenue staff to review and 99 

develop a new state and local tax scheme for communications services.  The design of the CST 100 

came about primarily at the request of the communications industry, as a way to simplify the 101 

then current multi-tax and fee structure, which included state, municipal, and county taxes and 102 

fees.  It was intended to tax like services in a like manner no matter what type of business 103 

provided the service, and ease the volume of reports required to be filed and the number of 104 

governmental entities to which industry reported.  In return for creating the CST, local 105 

governments were promised a more stable revenue stream, covering a broader tax base, to 106 

protect them from income erosion due to changes brought about by the type of business or 107 

method of service delivery utilized.  Through consensus, the CST language was designed 108 
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expansively, so that state and local governments would continue to receive bondable funding on 109 

communications services and participate in the benefits realized by growth in the market, no 110 

matter how the services are provided.  Of course, no legislative enactment can guarantee an 111 

increase in government revenues when price and service competition leads to lower prices in 112 

the market.  113 

 The CST functioned as designed for several years, but regulatory changes and 114 

technology developments have again blurred the lines between taxable and non-taxable 115 

services, diminishing the taxable base and eroding this vital state and local government revenue 116 

stream.  Although the charge for the transmission, conveyance or routing of voice, data, audio, 117 

video and any other information or signals is taxable under the CST, communications services 118 

are migrating to transmitting, conveying, and routing data, audio, video and other signals as 119 

applications or files that a customer downloads from the Internet.  At least a portion of the 120 

charge for transmission, conveyance, and routing of services is now being assigned as a charge 121 

for a download, application, or information. A diminishing portion of the charge, or no portion of 122 

the charge, is being assigned to the transmission of these services; therefore, the tax base is 123 

being eroded.  124 

 Furthermore, the federal moratorium on taxing Internet access is taking an increasing toll 125 

on the CST taxable base, because an increasing number of services are being offered as 126 

Internet access.  If the moratorium continues, the sustainability of even current levels of tax 127 

revenues is highly unlikely.   128 

The CST functioned as designed for several years, but regulatory changes and technology 129 

developments have again blurred the lines between taxable and non-taxable services, 130 

diminishing the taxable base and eroding this vital state and local government revenue stream.  131 

Although the charge for the transmission, conveyance or routing of voice, data, audio, video and 132 

any other information or signals is taxable under the CST, communications services providers 133 

are now competing against “over the top” providers who offer similar services (voice and video) 134 
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as internet application which may not be monetized in the same way as traditional 135 

communications services.  These new services are often free for the customer or offered at a 136 

much lower cost than traditional voice and video services and as a result, the tax base is 137 

eroding.  Coupled with the federal moratorium on taxing Interest access, it is clear that the 138 

sustainability of even current levels of tax revenues is highly unlikely. 139 

The CST functioned as designed for several years, but regulatory changes and technology 140 

developments have again blurred the lines between taxable and non-taxable services, 141 

diminishing the taxable base and threatening this vital state and local government revenue 142 

stream.  Although the charge for the transmission, conveyance or routing of voice, data, audio, 143 

video and any other information or signals is taxable under the CST, communications services 144 

providers are migrating to transmitting, conveying, and routing data, audio, video and other 145 

signals as applications or files that a customer downloads from the Internet.  At least a portion of 146 

the charge for transmission, conveyance, and routing of services is now being assigned as a 147 

charge for a download, application, or information.  A portion of the charge is being assigned to 148 

the transmission of these services as required under state and federal law, both of which 149 

exempt “Internet access services” from any and all state and local taxes.  In 2014, the federal 150 

moratorium on taxing Internet access expires, and there is uncertainty as to future CST revenue 151 

streams as Internet access services evolve. 152 

Additionally, the communications industry expresses frustration regarding the difficulty in 153 

identifying and accounting for the taxes collected within the many 481 Florida jurisdictions; at 154 

122 differing CST the tax rates which, while lower than the individual rates paid prior to the CST, 155 

are higher than for other commodities in the state that do not use local rights-of-ways for 156 

provision to their customers; and the disparate treatment of like services, depending upon the 157 

method of delivery or the company providing the services.  158 

 159 

II. Creation and Charge of the Working Group 160 
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In 2012, the Florida Legislature passed Committee Substitute for House Bill 809, relating 161 

to the communication services tax.  This bill was signed into law as Chapter 2012-70, Laws of 162 

Florida.  Section 12 of Chapter 2012-70, Laws of Florida, created a nine member Working 163 

Group.  The law tasked the Working Group with reviewing key issues, relating to the CST, and 164 

identifying options to achieve stated goals.  The Department of Revenue (Department) provided 165 

administrative support to the Working Group.  The law provides that a report of the Working 166 

Group is due to the Governor, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House of 167 

Representatives by February 1, 2012. 168 

 The Department’s Executive Director served as a nonvoting Chair of the Working Group.  169 

The Executive Director appointed the eight voting members based on criteria outlined in the law.  170 

Four of the members were from the private sector with expertise in one or more of the following 171 

areas:  cable service, satellite service, local telephone service, and wireless communications. 172 

The other four members represented local governments.  Two members represented Florida’s 173 

municipalities and two members represented Florida’s counties. 174 

The law directed the Working Group to review:  175 

 National and state tax policies relating to the communications industry; 176 

 The historical amount of tax revenue that has been generated or administered 177 

pursuant to Chapter 202, Florida Statutes, for the purpose of determining the 178 

effect that laws passed in the past 5 years have had on declining revenues; 179 

 The extent to which these revenues have been relied upon to secure bond 180 

indebtedness; and 181 

 The fairness of the state’s communications tax laws and the administrative 182 

burdens it contains, including whether the laws are reasonably clear to 183 

communications services providers, retailers, customers, local government 184 

entities and state administrators. 185 
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Based on that review, the Working Group was charged with identifying options to streamline 186 

the administrative system; and remove competitive advantages within the industry as it relates 187 

to the state’s tax structure without unduly reducing revenues to local governments.    This report 188 

reflects the Working Group’s activities and recommended option for reforming the taxation of 189 

communications services. 190 

 191 

III. Members 192 

The individuals who served on the Working Group are as follows: 193 

Lisa Vickers, Chair  
Executive Director 
Florida Department of Revenue 
(6-12-12 meeting) 
 

Gary S. Lindsey 
Director of External Tax Policy 
AT&T 
 

Marshall Stranburg, Chair  
Interim Executive Director 
Florida Department of Revenue 
(All other meetings) 
 

The Honorable Gary Resnick
Mayor, City of Wilton Manors 
 

Charles Dudley 
General Counsel 
Florida Cable Telecommunications  
Association 

Alan S. Rosenzweig
Deputy County Administrator 
Leon County 
 

Sharon R. Fox 
Tax Revenue Coordinator 
City of Tampa 

Brian D. Smith
Director of Transactional Taxes 
The DirecTV Group, Inc. 

Kathleen Kittrick 
Director of State Government Affairs  
Verizon 

Davin J. Suggs
Senior Legislative Advocate 
Florida Association of Counties 

 194 

IV. Florida’s Communications Services Tax 195 

 In 2000, the Florida Legislature enacted the Communications Services Tax, Chapter 196 

202, Florida Statutes, effective October 1, 2001.  This new law simplified and restructured 197 

numerous state and local taxes and fees imposed on communications services into a single tax 198 

centrally administered by the Department.   Examples of services that are subject to the tax 199 

include: local and long distance telephone service; video service (including cable  service); 200 
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direct-to-home satellite service; mobile communications services; private line services; 201 

telephone services provided  by a hotel or motel; certain facsimile (FAX) services; voice-over-202 

Internet protocol  (VoIP) services; and paging services. 203 

 204 

A. Tax Rates 205 

The CST is comprised of a Florida portion and a local portion.  Dealers must itemize and 206 

separately state the Florida and local tax portions on customer's bills. The taxes must be 207 

identified as “Florida Communications Services Tax” and “local Communications Services Tax”, 208 

respectively. 209 

 210 

1. Florida Portion 211 

The state portion of the CST is imposed at the rate of 6.65 percent. Generally, this 212 

portion of the CST is collected with the gross receipts tax rate of 2.37 percent and 0.15 percent 213 

(imposed per Chapter 203, F.S.), for a combined rate of 9.17 percent.  Direct-to-home satellite 214 

service is taxed at a state rate of 10.8 percent plus 2.37 percent gross receipts tax for a total of 215 

13.17 percent. 216 

 217 

2. Local Portion 218 

Each local taxing jurisdiction (municipality, charter county, or non-charter county) is 219 

authorized to levy a specific local CST tax rate.  This rate was initially established by the 220 

Legislature to hold each local jurisdiction harmless, based upon the amounts received from the 221 

replaced revenue streams given up in exchange for the new taxing system.  If the rate 222 

established did not prove to hold the jurisdiction harmless, or was not at the maximum rate 223 

established by law, the jurisdiction has the authority to increase the rate.  As of January 1, 2012, 224 

there were 481 separate jurisdictions that could impose a local CST rate.  The local rates range 225 

from 0 percent to 7.12 percent with a weighted average of 5.04 percent in 2011.  When 226 
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combined with the state CST tax rate of 9.17 percent, the average Florida customer pays an 227 

overall CST tax of 14.21 percent on communications services.  The local component of the CST 228 

does not apply to direct-to-home satellite services. In counties that have a local option sales tax, 229 

the local CST rate consists of both the local option sales tax for the county, as well as the local 230 

jurisdiction’s assessed communications services tax rate. 231 

 232 

3. Exemptions 233 

 Communications services sold to a residential household receive a partial exemption 234 

from the tax.  A residential household is exempt from the rate of 6.65 percent for the state tax 235 

and the rate of 0.15 percent for the gross receipts tax. Residential service is subject to the rate 236 

of 2.37 percent gross receipts tax and the local portion, if applicable. This partial exemption 237 

does not apply to the sale of mobile communications service, cable service, direct-to-home 238 

satellite service, or any residence that constitutes all or part of a transient public lodging 239 

establishment as defined in Chapter 509, Florida Statutes.   240 

Full exemption from the CST and gross receipts tax applies to sales for resale, sales to 241 

the government (federal, state, county, municipality or other political subdivision), sales to 242 

religious or educational institutions  with  501(c)(3), I.R.C. status, and sales to certain homes for 243 

the aged with 501(c)(3), I.R.C. status. 244 

 245 

4. Services Not Subject to the Tax 246 

There are services the charges for which are not subject to the tax.  These include, but 247 

are not limited to:  Internet access services (electronic mail services, electronic bulletin board 248 

services or similar on-line computer services); information services (electronic publishing, web-249 

hosting service, or end-user 900-number service); and the sale or a recharge of prepaid calling 250 
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arrangement1.   Generally, when taxable and nontaxable services are bundled together and sold 251 

as a package for one sales price, the entire charge is subject to tax; however, there are 252 

exceptions. For example, if the charge for Internet access service is not separately stated on a 253 

customer’s bill, but can be reasonably identified in the seller’s books and records, tax is not due 254 

on the portion of the charge identified as Internet access service.  Another example would be 255 

the charge for goods and services not subject to CST and not separately stated on a customer’s 256 

bill.  The charge may be excluded from the CST, if the charge can be reasonably identified in 257 

the seller’s books and records. The application of books and records to determine taxability for 258 

non-Internet bundled charges was added during the 2012 Legislative session, and represents a 259 

departure from how Florida Sales and Use Tax treats non-Internet bundled charges. 260 

 261 

5. Sourcing Customers 262 

The law requires sellers of communications services to apply the correct local CST rate 263 

based on the applicable service address.  The communications services dealer must bill and 264 

remit the local CST properly to assure that local governments will receive the appropriate 265 

distribution related to services provided within their boundaries.  Florida law permits the use of 266 

several qualifying methods to determine the proper taxing jurisdiction. The qualifying methods 267 

for address to jurisdiction assignment are: 268 

 Using the Department’s Address/Jurisdiction Database  269 

 Using a database that has been certified by the Department 270 

 Using a certified vendor’s database  271 

 Using ZIP + 4 and a methodology to determine the jurisdiction when ZIP codes 272 

cross jurisdictional lines    273 

                                                 
1 See definition in Section 202.11(9), Florida Statutes 
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Dealers who exercise due diligence in applying one of the qualifying methods may be 274 

held harmless from jurisdictional situsing errors and are eligible for an enhanced collection 275 

allowance.   The Department maintains an electronic database that designates the taxing 276 

jurisdiction for Florida addresses.  This database is based on information provided by local 277 

taxing jurisdictions and is updated every six months. 278 

 279 

6. Certification 280 

 Dealer or vendor databases can be certified for their accuracy of assignment of street 281 

addresses to the proper local taxing jurisdiction. Dealers or database vendors can request 282 

certification, and databases may be certified if they meet an overall accuracy rate of 95 percent. 283 

 284 

7. Collection Allowance 285 

For the purpose of compensating dealers for the keeping of prescribed records, the filing 286 

of timely tax returns, and the proper accounting and remitting of CST and gross receipts taxes, 287 

dealers are allowed to deduct a collection allowance equal to 0.25 percent of the tax due on the 288 

return.  Dealers that use a qualifying method to determine the proper taxing jurisdiction, and 289 

direct-to-home satellite services providers, receive an enhanced collection allowance equal to 290 

0.75 percent of the tax due.  291 

  292 

V. Meetings 293 

The Working Group met in Tallahassee on the following dates:  June 11, 2012; July 25, 294 

2012; August 21, 2012; October 16, 2012; October 31, 2012; and December 7, 2012.   The 295 

Working Group also held telephone conference calls on January 18 and 28.   All of the 296 

members of the Working Group were present at each of the meetings.   The meetings were 297 

noticed in the Florida Administrative Register and members of the public were invited to 298 

participate by teleconferencing or WebEx if they were not able to attend in person.   The 299 
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Department created a web page for the Working Group where agendas, meeting materials, and 300 

other information relevant to the Working Group were posted. 301 

 302 

VI. Review of Issues  303 

A. National and State Tax Policies Relating to the Communications Industry 304 
 305 

At the June 11, 2012, meeting, French Brown, Deputy Director of the Department of 306 

Revenue’s Office of Technical Assistance & Dispute Resolution, gave an overview of the CST.  307 

The presentation provided a foundation for the Working Group on the law.  An outline was 308 

presented on current tax rates, exemptions, and sourcing requirements. Common terms were 309 

suggested to be used by the Working Group with respect to the various components of the tax.  310 

 The presentation also focused on prepaid calling arrangements and how Florida's 311 

treatment relates to both the communications services and sales and use taxes. The 312 

presentation reviewed recent state and federal legislative changes, including the federal Internet 313 

Tax Freedom Act and other state legislative amendments to the Florida Statutes. 314 

 Also presented were the results of a survey on other states and their tax treatment of 315 

communications services.2  The results of the survey focused on their responses to information 316 

solicited by Department staff in anticipation of the information needs of the Working Group. The 317 

initial survey asked for information on each state’s administration of their tax on communications 318 

services, state and local rates for specific types of services, treatment of prepaid 319 

communications services and bundling of services.  320 

Twenty-five states and the District of Columbia responded to the initial survey. Additional 321 

surveying and research was conducted on the states that did not respond to the initial survey, 322 

and the results were combined with that of those states who responded initially.  The following 323 

are highlights of the results of the combined surveys: 324 

                                                 
2 See Appendix ___ for complete survey results 
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 Four jurisdictions out of 46 had tax rates higher than Florida (Washington D.C. 325 

had a higher state rate, Maryland and New York had a higher local rate, and 326 

California had a higher total rate),  327 

 Fifteen of 46 jurisdictions had a tax rate for communications services different 328 

from the tax rate for general sales,  329 

 Florida had one of the largest variance in tax rates across taxable services (2.37 330 

percent  to 16.29 percent),  331 

 Twelve of 32 jurisdictions  source to the state level, six of 32 jurisdictions source 332 

to the county level, 10 of 32 jurisdictions source to the city level, four of 32 333 

jurisdictions source below the city level,  334 

 Sixteen of 21 jurisdictions distribute actual collections,  335 

 Twenty-four of 39 jurisdictions use a prepaid definition from the Streamlined 336 

Sales and Use Tax Agreement,  337 

 Twenty-six of 39 jurisdictions tax prepaid services solely as sales and use tax, 338 

and  339 

 Nineteen of 23 jurisdictions allow services to be unbundled via books and 340 

records (15 of these jurisdictions had the same tax rate across services). 341 

 342 

During the presentation, it came to light that the questions asked of the other states only 343 

addressed taxes and did not include questions regarding local communications franchise fees 344 

or rights-of-way construction permit fees, which are uniquely included in Florida’s 345 

Communications Services Tax.  Since it is not uncommon for local jurisdictions nationwide to 346 

additionally charge franchise fees and/or construction permit fees, the above responses cannot 347 

be considered to provide a one to one comparison with regard to rates. 348 

  349 

B. Historical Tax Revenue and Effect of Laws Passed in the Past Five Years 350 
 351 

At the June 11, 2012, meeting, Bob McKee, Chief Economist of the Department’s Office 352 

of Tax Research provided an overview of the CST revenue, local rates, and the impact of law 353 

changes for the past five years.  The historic collections of the CST since its creation in 2001, 354 

for each of its components (state portion, including direct-to-home satellite portion, and local 355 
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portion) and the gross receipts tax were discussed.  Also provided was information on the 356 

structure of the industry, and the historic amounts retained by providers as a collection 357 

allowance. 358 

The presentation also provided data on historic phone service by type of service.  359 

Estimates of the number of wireless handsets, landlines, and voice-over-Internet protocol (VoIP) 360 

lines were provided for years 2001 through 2010.  The annual growth rates for each of these 361 

services were provided graphically.  There was an analysis of the implied number of prepaid 362 

wireless lines, based upon information from the Florida Public Services Commission and the 363 

Florida E911 Board.   364 

 Information on local rates for the CST was reviewed.  The different rates available to 365 

municipalities and charter counties were compared to the rates available to non-charter 366 

counties.  Maps were provided that presented the different rates across the various regions of 367 

the state.  In total, there were 122 different local CST rates in 2012 in Florida. 368 

The presentation provided information on the changes in state law since 2007 and the 369 

impact on CST revenue.   During this time period, there were six changes in the law.  The 370 

official Revenue Estimating Conference (REC) estimates of the fiscal impacts of those changes 371 

are as follows:  372 

Chapter Law REC Estimate

Chapter 2007-106, L.O.F. Emergency Rate Repeal:  Impact of law change determined to be 

indeterminate, while reducing potential revenues by $86.9M on a 

recurring basis and $572M in 2007-2008 

Chapter 2010-83, L.O.F.  

 

Netting Bad Debt: Estimated not to have a fiscal impact 

Chapter 2010-149, L.O.F.  

 

Rate Swap: Recurring impact estimated to state sales tax component of 

the CST as negative $22.3M (-$19.8M state impact and -$2.5M local 

impact) and a positive $22.3M to gross receipts tax 

Chapter 2010-138, L.O.F. 

 

Transient Public Lodging: Estimated not to have a fiscal impact 
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Chapter 2011-120, L.O.F.  

 

Rounding Rule: Estimated not to have a fiscal impact 

Chapter 2012-70, L.O.F.  

 

Change to Sales Price Definition:  Though the full scope of the impacts 

is indeterminate, the recurring annual impacts would be at least 

negative $11.3M for gross receipts tax, negative $2.9M for state sales 

and use tax, and negative $21.3M for local government CST.  The 

speed with which the minimum recurring impacts will be reached is 

unknown, so the cash impacts in FY 2012-13 are unknown. 

 

Local Situsing: Recurring impact of negative $4.7M for the local 

component of the CST. 

 

Retroactive Application: REC adopted a negative indeterminate impact 

along with the following statement regarding the retroactive application:  

The 2012-13 impact is expected to be at least negative $6.0M (-$2.5M 

GR sales tax, -$.3M local sales tax - $1.0M gross receipts tax, and -

$2.2M local CST). 

 373 

C. Revenues Securing Bond Indebtedness 374 

1. State Government 375 

At the June 11, 2012, meeting, Amy Baker, Coordinator of the Florida Legislature’s 376 

Office of Economic and Demographic Research, provided an overview of Florida’s gross 377 

receipts tax and the bonding requirements for the tax. The gross receipts tax base is comprised 378 

of a tax on electricity, gas fuels, and on communications services, including telecommunication 379 

services, video services, and direct-to-home satellite service.  The communications services 380 

portion represents approximately 40 percent, or about $418 million, of the total for gross 381 

receipts of approximately $1 billion (FY 2011-12 estimate).  It is anticipated that while gross 382 

receipts tax revenue growth rates are currently negative, the growth rates are expected to 383 

increase in the coming years, as the economy improves with most of the growth expected to 384 

come from the electricity component. 385 
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Section 11 of Article VII of the Florida Constitution authorizes the state to issue general 386 

obligation bonds or revenue bonds to finance or refinance fixed capital outlay projects.  The 387 

general obligation bonds are secured by the full faith and credit of the state.  Revenue bonds 388 

are payable solely from specified revenues.  There is a difference in cost to the state, depending 389 

on whether a general obligation bond or a revenue bond is issued.  Full faith and credit is 390 

considered to be less risky. 391 

The Public Education Capital Outlay (PECO) bond is an education related bond that has 392 

a special feature, because the state is responsible for the liability even if local entities ultimately 393 

own the facilities.  The state has undertaken the debt and purchased the facility, but when the 394 

state accounting is done, the facility is not listed as an asset of the state, but is attributed back 395 

to the local school district, state college, or university. 396 

There is specific authorization to bond gross receipts tax revenues in Florida’s 397 

Constitution, Article XII, section 9, which also provides that all of the proceeds from the 398 

revenues derived from the gross receipts taxes collected shall be placed in the Public Education 399 

and Capital Outlay Trust Fund.  The PECO trust fund is handled by the State Board of 400 

Education and the issuance of bonds is handled by the Division of Bond Finance.  Each year 401 

the Legislature decides how much to bond if there is capacity available. 402 

The Constitution provides detail regarding PECO bonds.  All bonds shall mature no later 403 

than 30 years after the date of issuance; no bonds shall be issued in an amount exceeding 90 404 

percent of the amount which the state board determines can be serviced by the revenues; and it 405 

gives direction on the direct payment for the cost of any capital outlay project of the state 406 

system or the purchase or redemption of outstanding bonds. 407 

 The gross receipts tax revenue source has been declining.  At present, the state is not 408 

able to issue any PECO bonds because there is not enough growth.3  The PECO program is the 409 

                                                 
3 The December 6, 2012, Public Education Capital Outlay Estimating Conference estimated there would 
not be sufficient revenues for bonded projects until 2015-16. 
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state’s largest bond program.  There is approximately $11.3 billion in outstanding debt, which is 410 

40.8 percent of total direct debt of the state that is outstanding. 411 

Because the gross receipts tax has been under stress, the 2010 Legislature moved part 412 

of the revenues from the state portion of the CST to the gross receipts tax in order to take 413 

advantage of the constitutional ability to bond.  Approximately $19.8 million was shifted out of 414 

the state tax on communication services and was moved to gross receipts tax by reducing the 415 

state tax rate from 6.8 percent to 6.55 percent and increasing the gross receipts tax rate on 416 

communications services from 2.37 percent to 2.52 percent.  The 2012 Legislature considered 417 

taking this step again but instead decided to turn to lottery bonding. 418 

  419 

2. Local Government 420 

At the July 25, 2012, meeting, Amber Hughes, Legislative Advocate with the Florida 421 

League of Cities, provided information concerning the bonding of the CST by local 422 

governments.  There are three types of bonds that local governments in Florida are allowed to 423 

issue.  General obligation bonds are secured by the full faith and credit of the issuer.  Revenue 424 

bonds are secured by a specific source of revenue.  Lastly, there are bonds in which the issuer 425 

promises to budget; and thereby, seek to have appropriated appropriate sufficient moneys to 426 

make lease, rental, capital improvement, debt service or other required payments. 427 

Various types of revenue sources are available to local governments in Florida.  The 428 

CST is a revenue source that may be used for any public purpose, including any current or 429 

future pledge of indebtedness.  The uses of many of the other revenue sources for local 430 

government are restricted to specific purposes.  Examples of these restrictions include ad 431 

valorem taxes, which may only be pledged by the citizens via referendum and may only be used 432 

for capital outlay; and gas taxes, which generally must be used for transportation purposes. 433 

 There is no comprehensive list of local governments who have pledged CST for bond 434 

indebtedness and so several sources were investigated.  There is a municipal security rule-435 
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making board that has a database of municipal bonds that is helpful when inquiring about a 436 

specific bond, but it is difficult to perform general searches, as not every bond is going to be 437 

called a CST bond in the database.  To further complicate matters, the name or purpose of a 438 

local government may have been input in several different ways.  An additional source of 439 

information is the Florida Division of Bond Finance where any local government bond issuance 440 

is to be recorded, but again, the information is input in different ways that may not be helpful for 441 

a search. 442 

Another alternative that was used was a survey of members by the associations 443 

representing local governments.  The Florida Association of Counties conducted a survey that 444 

asked if each county currently pledges or uses CST revenue to secure any form of debt.  Of the 445 

67 counties, 50 responses were received.  Of the 50 responding counties, eight counties 446 

indicated that they had a specific pledge, seven counties responded with a “maybe” or non-447 

specific pledge, and 35 counties responded “no.” 448 

A survey of members of the Florida Government Finance Officers Association (FGFOA), 449 

which includes cities, counties, special districts, school boards, state and some private sector 450 

accountants, was also conducted.  A total of 99 responses to the FGFOA survey were received.  451 

The first question asked was whether those surveyed used any form of municipal securities that 452 

required an annual appropriation to make lease payments, debt service payments, loan or other 453 

required payments.  If the answer was “yes” to the first question, respondents were asked if the 454 

CST is a portion of the revenue budgeted to make such payments.  Forty-six respondents 455 

answered “yes” to the first question and of those, 39 said that there was a specific pledge of 456 

CST revenues.  Six respondents answered the first question as “maybe.”  Forty-seven 457 

respondents answered “no” to the first question with 7 answering “no” to the second question 458 

and 2 anticipating that CST revenues would be pledged in the next year. 459 

 The FGFOA members were also asked to provide information on the percentage of their 460 

jurisdiction’s general fund compromised of revenues from CST.  Of the 95 respondents, 22 were 461 
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in the 0-3.99 percent range; 43 were in the 4-6.99 percent range; 16 were in the 6-9.99 percent 462 

range and 14 were in the 10 percent range and above. 463 

 Information was provided regarding local government uses of bond proceeds.  Projects 464 

included:  capital improvements; equipment acquisition; water and sewer; convention center; 465 

land acquisition; community redevelopment agency purposes; and transportation improvements. 466 

  467 

D. Fairness and Clarity of Laws for Industry, Government & the Public 468 

1. Estimate of the Potential Impact of Repeal of the Residential Exemption  469 

At the July 25, 2012, meeting, Bob McKee provided the Working Group with an estimate 470 

of the potential impact of the repeal of the exemption authorized in section 202.125(1), F.S., 471 

known as the residential exemption. This exemption applies to the 6.65 percent state portion of 472 

the CST and also applies to the .15 percent gross receipts tax levy authorized under section 473 

203.01(1)(b)3., F.S.  The information presented included a discussion of how the impact of the 474 

residential exemption should be measured by comparing the tax base for the state portion of the 475 

CST with the tax base for the gross receipts tax on communication services.   Also discussed 476 

was how the impact of the residential exemption has been shrinking in recent years due to 477 

changes in consumer behavior, primarily the very low penetration of “landline only” telephone 478 

customers who do not subscribe to any wireless, video or other communications service.   479 

 The presentation also provided an estimate of the tax impact if the tax base was 480 

expanded, by eliminating the residential exemption, and the rate for the CST remained the 481 

same.  Also provided was an estimate for possible rate reduction if the tax base was expanded, 482 

by eliminating the residential exemption, but the projected revenues were restricted to the 483 

current forecast amount. 484 

  485 

2. Prepaid Communications Services 486 

a. State Taxation 487 
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At the July 25, 2012, meeting, French Brown from the Department presented  488 

information that focused on the definitions of “prepaid calling arrangements,” as provided by 489 

Florida law (see sections 202.11(9) and 212.05(1)(e), F.S.).  The presentation pointed out some 490 

of the operative phrases in the definition including, “consist[ing] exclusively of telephone calls” 491 

and “sold in predetermined units or dollars whose number declines with use in a known 492 

amount.” 493 

Mr. Brown explained that the Department’s Tax Information Publication (TIP) #12ADM-494 

02 provides that certain communications services labeled as prepaid service when sold do not 495 

fall under the statutory definition of “prepaid calling arrangements.”  Examples of such services 496 

include, but are not limited to, services that provide services like voice, texting, and Internet 497 

access, unlimited calling plans, and services that are not sold in predetermined units or dollars.  498 

These services generally fall under the broader definition of communications services that are 499 

taxed under Chapter 202, F.S. 500 

 The presentation provided information on how the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax 501 

Agreement (SSUTA) defines both “prepaid calling service” and “prepaid wireless calling 502 

service.”  The definitions in the Agreement apply to telecommunications services generally and 503 

are not tied exclusively to telephone calls like the definitions in Florida law.  The Streamlined 504 

State and Local Advisory Council published a draft issue paper in August of 2011 (IP 11004) 505 

dealing with “unlimited plans” and the Agreement’s phrase “units or dollars of which the number 506 

declines with use in a known amount.”  In the draft issue paper, the Council takes the position 507 

that plans which  allow unlimited use for a time period, such as a week, month or longer, can be 508 

“prepaid” for purposes of the SSUTA when the customer is not entitled to further use of the 509 

service after the period.  Florida is not a member state to the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax 510 

Agreement. 511 

 Of the 25 jurisdictions that answered the initial survey, 11 (44%) were full member states 512 

of the SSUTA and conformed to the Agreement’s definition of prepaid.  Of the four SSUTA 513 
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member states that responded to the additional questions, one state (Georgia) did not follow 514 

IP11004. 515 

 The last portion of the presentation focused on how states characterize and treat 516 

communications services labeled as prepaid service when sold.  The Department compiled the 517 

statutory definition of communications services labeled as prepaid services when sold provided 518 

by twenty-five (25) jurisdictions.  The Department also sent these jurisdictions fifteen additional 519 

survey questions to clearly determine how each jurisdiction would treat a specific transaction.  520 

Questions distinguished between paying for a known unit or dollar amount versus an unlimited 521 

plan and between voice only versus talk, text, and web as examples.   522 

Of the twenty-five jurisdictions, thirteen responded.  The following are highlights from the 523 

survey.  Ten jurisdictions tax prepaid local or long distance calling cards as prepaid; eight 524 

jurisdictions tax prepaid wireless voice as prepaid; and eight jurisdictions tax prepaid wireless 525 

voice and text, or wireless voice, text, and data as prepaid.   526 

 The survey also addressed data only services.  Two jurisdictions treat data only services 527 

as prepaid; five jurisdictions do not tax data-only services; one jurisdiction taxes data only 528 

services under its sales and use and telecommunications tax; one jurisdiction taxes data only 529 

services as prepaid if bandwidth based; otherwise it is taxed as ways or means tax (use based) 530 

if unlimited; one jurisdiction taxes data only services under sales tax if it is a specified digital 531 

product; one jurisdiction taxes data only services under gross receipts tax; and one jurisdiction 532 

did not provide any guidance on this issue.   533 

b. Estimate of Prepaid Wireless Service Tax Base 534 

 At the July 25, 2012, meeting, Bob McKee provided information related to prepaid 535 

cellular service labeled as prepaid when sold.  Data was gathered from the Florida Public 536 

Service Commission, the Federal Communications Commission, and the Florida E911 Board 537 

and used to develop an estimate of the number of wireless handsets labeled as prepaid 538 

services when sold that might be in service in Florida.  An estimated tax base was provided 539 
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based on high, middle, and low estimates of monthly service cost ($55, $45, and $35, 540 

respectively).  Market share of wireless service labeled as prepaid when sold was also 541 

estimated.   542 

Estimates of tax revenues were presented using the above assumptions and assuming 543 

the tax rates for the state and local CST, and gross receipts tax remained the same.  Also 544 

presented was an estimate of a possible rate reduction if the base is expanded to include 545 

prepaid service but the revenues are constrained to the official forecast in place at the time of 546 

the presentation. 547 

c. Overview of Prepaid Plans 548 

At the July 25, 2012, meeting, John Barnes, Senior Manager-Transaction Tax for 549 

MetroPCS, and Working Group member Kathleen Kittrick of Verizon, provided a joint 550 

presentation titled “31 Flavors of Pay Go, Pay-as-you-Go, Pay in Advance, Pay and go, 551 

Prepay…”.  Several key qualities of wireless services labeled as prepaid when sold were 552 

provided.  Among these qualities were:  paid in advance before usage can occur; no credit 553 

extended, no credit checks, no overages; no long term contracts; higher retail selling price of 554 

handsets; and varieties of distribution.   555 

Distribution of wireless services labeled as prepaid when sold happens in a variety of 556 

ways.  National retail stores, convenience stores, direct remote via a company’s website or toll-557 

free 800 number, indirect remote via an unaffiliated website or toll-free 800 number, direct retail 558 

in a company’s store, or indirect retail through unaffiliated retailers.  Of these distribution 559 

systems, 72 percent of sales are through third parties (national retailers, convenience stores, 560 

etc.), 11 percent of sales are through direct retail and 17 percent are direct remote sales. 561 

 The history of wireless service labeled as prepaid when sold began in 1993.   In 1995, 562 

more carriers began offering prepaid wireless plans to target the credit-challenged and budget 563 

customer. The industry and services continued to grow in the late 1990s.  In 1999, Leap/Cricket 564 

began providing “unlimited local” prepaid services without roaming charges, which offered an 565 
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alternative to local wireline service.  In 2002, MetroPCS began providing “unlimited local” 566 

services at a monthly rate, with long distance charged at $.05/minute through a prepaid account 567 

and Virgin Mobile launched a model that could be recharged by phone or the Internet.  In 2003, 568 

AT&T launched its Go Phone with a monthly plan that could be automatically replenished 569 

through a debit/credit card or a bank account. 570 

A review of current MetroPCS prepaid products was provided.  There are various types 571 

of plans that can include by-the-minute, by-the-week, or by-the-month payment options.  572 

Various types of features are available in the different types of plans from local and long 573 

distance, caller ID, voicemail, texting.  A scenario was provided for a typical customer from the 574 

purchase of a handset, to selection of the rate plan and how the customer may use payment 575 

options and renewals. 576 

 Information on Verizon pay as you go plans was also provided.  Types of plans included 577 

daily plans, by-the-minute or “unlimited” plans.  A review of features available under these plans 578 

was provided to illustrate how the customer would use the services as well as make initial 579 

payments and renewals. 580 

d. Retail Perspective 581 

At the August 21, 2012, meeting, Mr. Warren Townsend, Specialty Tax Director at  582 

Wal-Mart, and Randy Miller, Executive Director of the Florida Retail Federation, provided insight 583 

as to the retail perspective of the sale of communications services labeled as prepaid when 584 

sold.   Mr. Townsend expressed the view that retailers’ corporate structures are set up as 585 

retailers and not as providers of telecommunication services.  If Florida were to classify retailers 586 

as telecommunication providers, the retailers would fall under requirements in several states.  In 587 

addition, it would change their requirements on the federal level.   588 

  589 

 Understanding that Wal-Mart has a more sophisticated system for collecting fees than its 590 

competitors or small businesses, Mr. Townsend stated that he believed that retailers would be 591 
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able to collect fees on a statewide flat fee basis at the point of sale.  He added that fees or taxes 592 

collected on a percentage basis would be problematic, particularly for smaller businesses that 593 

may not be able to adapt their business equipment for collecting fees or taxes at different rates.   594 

Mr. Miller expressed similar remarks that any fee imposed should be at the point of sale, 595 

like a sales tax that retailers have been collecting in Florida since 1949.  The recommendation 596 

was that for whatever changes are made, it is important for the system to be simple to reduce 597 

errors that may happen if the system is complicated. 598 

e.  Industry Perspective 599 

The Working Group received three written submissions from representatives of the 600 

telecommunications on the taxation of communications services labeled as prepaid when sold.  601 

One submission was received on behalf of AT&T, CenturyLink, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon.  602 

The other submissions were received from MetroPCS and TracFone.  All of the submissions 603 

support taxing communications services labeled as prepaid when sold as sales and use tax at 604 

the point of sale.  At the December 7 meeting, John Barnes from MetroPCS testified concerning 605 

MetroPCS’ written comments. 606 

 607 

 608 

3. Unbundling of Communications Services 609 

At the August 21, 2012, meeting, French Brown explained that the definition of “sales 610 

price” that was present in Chapter 202, F.S., before the enactment of Chapter 2012-70, Laws of 611 

Florida, included communication services and “any property or other services that are part of the 612 

sale.”  Changes made by Chapter 2012-70, Laws of Florida, allow charges for any goods or 613 

services that are not communications services, including Internet access, to be excluded from 614 

the taxable sales price if such charges are separately itemized on a customers’ bill, or can be 615 
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reasonably identified in the selling dealer’s books and records.4  The dealer may support the 616 

allocation of changes with books and records kept in the regular course of business covering 617 

the dealer’s entire service area, including territories outside Florida. 618 

The presentation also explained the difference between CST, which now allows 619 

unbundling, and sales and use tax, which does not generally allow unbundling.  Examples were 620 

provided to show how a dealer’s conscious decision to unbundle services can be hard for the 621 

Department or a customer to determine, based solely by looking at a customer’s bill.  622 

The twenty-five jurisdictions initially surveyed were asked additional questions related to 623 

unbundling.  All allowed unbundling of transactions using the dealer’s books and records except 624 

Connecticut, Louisiana, and Maryland.  Massachusetts only allows unbundling for Internet 625 

access.  New York allows unbundling of Internet access and it has guidance pending relating to 626 

the unbundling of other items and services. 627 

 628 

4. Developments in Technology 629 

At the August 21, 2012, meeting, Joy Spahr, Director of AT&T’s Innovation Center, 630 

provided information on three main areas:  the changing face of the Internet; the Internet as a 631 

value added platform that drives economic development; and the power of convergence.  There 632 

was a discussion of how the public perceives the Internet as their favorite website, place to 633 

shop, place to download movies or games, or engage in activities such as email.   634 

 From the industry’s perspective, the Internet is a series of hubs that interconnect.  First, 635 

there are local access networks such as telephone, cable, satellite or even electric companies 636 

that provide access into the home.  These local networks connect to regional backbone 637 

networks, which in turn connect to global backbone networks.  Therefore, the Internet is a 638 

                                                 
4 While there is no definition of “unbundling” in Florida law, “unbundling” is commonly understood to allow 
a seller of products or services that are sold for one non-itemized price to break apart and separately 
itemize for tax purposes distinct and identifiable products or services that are sold for the non-itemized 
price.  When doing this, the seller is not required to provide the separate itemization of the products or 
services to the purchaser.  
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variety of interconnected networks using a common protocol by hundreds of thousands of 639 

providers in the marketplace.  In addition, there are over 200,000 private and semiprivate 640 

networks that are also interconnected using the Internet protocol. 641 

 To demonstrate the speed of change of technology, growth rates for usage of the 642 

Internet from 2007 to 2012 were provided.  Electronic data generated has increased by 38 643 

exabytes to 309 exabytes, or 713 percent.  Internet users have increased from 1 billion to 2.26 644 

billion, an increase of 126 percent.  You Tube daily downloads have grown from 100 million to 4 645 

billion, an increase of 3,900 percent.  Facebook has grown from 50 million to 800 million users, 646 

an increase of 1,500 percent.  Tweets per day have increased from 5 thousand to 250 million, 647 

an increase of 50,000 percent. 648 

There has also been a growing trend of wireless substitution, the discontinuing of 649 

residential landlines in favor of wireless phones.  As of 2010, nearly 30 percent of all United 650 

States households had discontinued their landline service, up from 25 percent the year before.  651 

It was estimated by the National Center for Health Statistics for the period of July 2009-June 652 

2010, that 27.3 percent of individuals age 18 and over and 34.2 percent of individuals under age 653 

18, live in homes that use cell phones as their primary home phone.  Worldwide there were 6 654 

billion mobile subscribers with most of the demand being for data. 655 

The issue of the Internet as a value-added platform in order to stimulate growth is, from 656 

an industry perspective, a way to monetize the platform.  An example of this is a platform such 657 

as iTunes that enhances the demand for Apple devices.  Companies will be trying to create two-658 

sided or value added platforms in order to generate economic development.   659 

The power of this convergence has five major discontinuities:  common protocol; 660 

broadband everywhere; wireless; multi-access interactive devices; and delayering and open IT 661 

platforms.  In the past, there were multiple technological backbones for each access technology 662 

or services.  Convergence allows for multiple access technologies and services on one Internet 663 

Protocol based backbone. 664 
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 665 

5. Audits 666 

At the August 21, 2012, meeting, Peter Steffens of the Department’s General Tax 667 

Administration Program provided information on the Department’s experience auditing dealers 668 

for the CST.  Since the creation of the CST, the Department has conducted 1,374 audits with 669 

collections totaling $129,784,209 from 2003 to 2012.  It took 121,336 hours to conduct these 670 

audits. The Department audits over the last 12 years have resulted in the additional collection of 671 

revenues that represent less than 1 percent of total CST collections, while costing the 672 

Department auditors over 60,000 hours (nearly 50 percent of total = 121,336).  The Department 673 

testified and presented data that over 50 percent of its CST audit staff’s time and energy was 674 

spent on “situsing” issues, but the resolution of those issues only resulted in “around 20 percent” 675 

of the total additional revenues collected. 676 

  677 

 Major issues identified in audits include: situsing; surcharges and fees; improperly 678 

exempted sales; unsupported bad debts and credits; filing or accounting errors; and other 679 

records issues.  All of these issues relate to the difficulty the Department has in obtaining 680 

access to historical or other supporting records.   There have been many difficulties in auditing 681 

for compliance with CST situsing requirements.  These difficulties include: 682 

 Access to complete billing cycle or accounting data,  683 

 Customer data that is not readily associated with billing systems,  684 

 Multiple billing systems or third party billing systems,  685 

 Difficulty in matching accounting records to returns filed, and  686 

 The ability to isolate taxable from exempt customers.   687 

Additional difficulties include incorrect addresses or incomplete databases, lack of a 688 

usable jurisdiction assignment in the database or accounting records, lack of customer service 689 
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address information, and jurisdictions excluded from returns or default jurisdictional 690 

assignments. 691 

 Concerning surcharges and fees, there are difficulties with similarity in names and 692 

distinguishing if a purchase is taxable of or exempt.  As with situsing, it can be difficult to 693 

interpret a customer’s bill with regard to tax base and rates that are used. 694 

Improperly exempted sales have shown several areas of concern.  At times, a dealer 695 

may be collecting sales and use tax for communication services.  There have been problems 696 

determining when the residential exemption has been applied or when a resale has occurred.  697 

As with the previous issues, access to historical or other support records can be problematic.  698 

There has been difficulty determining the situsing of improperly exempted sales or in isolating 699 

an exempt transaction.  It can also be difficult to determine which portions of a transaction are 700 

exempt. 701 

 Statutory provisions concerning bad debts and credits can at times be confusing.  It is 702 

difficult in audits to isolate when bad debts or credits are taken.  There have also been 703 

difficulties in reconciling revenue and credits to accounting records and returns. 704 

There are often differences between filing and accounting periods.  This situation can be 705 

caused by using different period cut-off dates or late reporting of all or a part of each month 706 

filed.  As a result, it is difficult to match records to returns or billing cycles, and customers to 707 

returns. 708 

Other records issues that have occurred in audits include historical records that are not 709 

available or are in a format that the Department may not be able to use electronically.  710 

Generally, there is no history for the products or services that were offered and how they may 711 

have been bundled.  There have been times when there are insufficient records to support 712 

reallocation of past amounts that have been reported.  The fast pace at which the industry is 713 

changing can present difficulties, because there may be multiple entities comingled, the entity 714 

could change, or there could have been a change in area where the entity provides service. 715 
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VII. Options 716 
 717 
A.  Overview 718 

 719 
 At the conclusion of all of the presentations, the Chair asked Working Group members to 720 

submit options for the group’s review.  Members of the public and representatives of industry 721 

were also encouraged to submit options.  The Working Group received submissions from:  722 

Charles Dudley, Sharon Fox, Gary Lindsey, Mayor Gary Resnick, Alan Rosenzweig, Davin 723 

Suggs (Florida Association of Counties), Marshall Stranburg, the Florida Retail Federation, and 724 

the Telecommunications Industry (AT&T, CenturyLink, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon).   The 725 

Working Group also received submissions from MetroPCS on December 6, and TracFone on 726 

December 24.  727 

At the October 16 and October 31 meetings, the Working Group discussed the merits of 728 

each of the proposed options.  Through this deliberative process, the Working Group 729 

determined that the proposed options could be grouped into one of the following three 730 

categories:   731 

 Holistic Replacement of the CST;  732 

 Partial Replacement of the CST, and 733 

 Fix the CST.    734 

  As will be discussed below, the Working Group concluded that the best approach to 735 

modernize the current tax structure, streamline the administrative system, and remove 736 

competitive advantages without reducing local government revenues, would be to adopt the 737 

Holistic Replacement option.  This option would repeal the CST and bring all communications 738 

services under the sales and use tax of Chapter 212, Florida Statutes.   739 

  740 

 At the December 7 meeting, the Working Group continued to discuss the merits of the 741 

Holistic Replacement option.  The Working Group also discussed implementation issues 742 

associated with the option.  743 
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B.  Findings  and Observations 744 

The Working Group makes the following findings and observations based on the 745 

information and testimony provided at the six public meetings held to review the CST and 746 

develop options for improving the system.   The Florida CST was enacted to simplify and reduce 747 

the number of state and local taxes on communications providers and consumers.  State and 748 

local governments have relied upon CST revenues to support government services and to 749 

secure bonded debt.  While the CST worked as designed for several years, it is no longer a 750 

reliable source of funding for state and local governments.  The CST revenue base for state and 751 

local governments is at risk due to changes in technology and the market, the sales of services 752 

by providers lacking nexus with Florida, and the increasing availability of applications that are 753 

being sold as substitutes for communications services.  In addition, while the use of wireless 754 

services has increased significantly, prices have fallen, which also has negatively impacted CST 755 

revenues.  756 

 757 

C. Holistic Replacement Option 758 

The Working Group recommends repealing the CST and instead taxing communications 759 

services under the sales and use tax of Chapter 212, Florida Statutes.   This option will allow 760 

the sales and use tax base to include a broad range of communications services that would be 761 

subject to the same state and local tax rates as other taxable goods and services.   This 762 

proposal would solve many of the problems inherent with the current CST structure and position 763 

Florida to fairly capture revenue from a broad base of communications services today and in the 764 

future.   765 

  766 

 This proposal would significantly reduce or eliminate the tax differential between different 767 

types of communications services.  For example, Iit would bring taxation of contract wireless 768 

plans in line with the current taxation of prepaid calling arrangements under the sales and use 769 
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tax, which taxes the sale of prepaid calling arrangements at the point-of-sale.  Another example 770 

would be the proliferation of Internet or other online video products and services which may or 771 

may not be currently subject to any tax in Florida, but should be subject to the same level of 772 

taxation as traditional cable or video providers and satellite television providers.  773 

Additionally, should Congress pass the Main Street Fairness Act or other similar 774 

legislation to permit states to require remote sellers to collect sales and use taxes, Florida would 775 

be positioned to collect tax equitably. This would place all providers on a level playing field, an 776 

important benefit of replacing the CST with the sales and use tax.  All of the bills currently being 777 

considered by Congress to grant state the power to enforce collection on remote sellers would 778 

only apply that power to the sales and use tax, not to other taxes like the Florida CST. 779 

   780 

 This proposal also would streamline the administrative system.  Instead of an entire 781 

structure necessary to administer the CST as a stand-alone tax, this proposal would allow the 782 

Department to administer the tax under the existing sales and use tax administrative structure. 783 

While a small increase in the state sales and use tax will be needed to offset the loss of 784 

revenues from the repeal of the CST, KSE Partners, LLP, estimates that the “typical” Florida 785 

taxpayer and the “typical” small business will pay less in overall taxes under this approach.5  786 

This estimate was prepared at the request of the Working Group.  An excerpt from the analysis 787 

provides as follows: 788 

For the typical taxpayer, it is assumed that the household has one landline 789 
telephone, a wireless “family share” plan with 3 lines, and a typical Cable TV 790 
package.  For the small business, it is assumed that the small business has 10 791 
business landlines, 10 wireless lines, and a typical Cable TV package. For the 792 
small business, it is assumed that the small business has 10 business landlines, 793 
10 wireless lines, and a typical Cable TV package. 794 
 795 
The representative household pays just under $400 per year in CST at an 796 
average assumed rate of 15.17%.  If the CST were repealed , the tax on the 797 
same package of communications services would drop to about $210 assuming 798 
that the current average state-local sales tax rate of 7.25% were increased to 799 

                                                 
5 See Appendix ___ 
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7.55%.  This household would need to make about $62,000 in taxable purchases 800 
to pay more than the $190 in net savings from repeal of the CST.  If this 801 
household filed an itemized federal tax return, and Congress extends 802 
deductibility of sales taxes, the threshold in taxable purchases rises to $86,000 in 803 
taxable purchases assuming that the taxpayer is in the 28 percent bracket.  804 
 805 
[For the typical small business,] … the business would need to make in excess of 806 
$335,000 in taxable purchases to pay more in sales taxes than they would save 807 
in CST under the proposed reform. 808 
 809 

  810 

D.  Implementation of the Holistic Replacement Option 811 

Because communications services are taxed at a rate much higher than the sales and use 812 

tax, a small increase in the state sales and use tax rate will be needed to replace the revenues 813 

that are currently generated by the CST.  The Department’s Office of Tax Research estimated 814 

that the state sales and use tax rate would need to be adjusted from 6 percent to 6.34 percent, 815 

based on the official revenue estimates for CST and sales and use tax in place at the time of the 816 

estimate.6   817 

 The Working Group recognizes that the CST is a significant part of local government 818 

funding.  While local governments support this approach, they want to ensure that replacing the 819 

CST with sales and use tax will not have a negative impact on local government revenues.   820 

Based on these concerns, the Working Group submits the following policy statements to 821 

accompany its recommendation: 822 

 Ensure a neutral fiscal impact on state and local governments; 823 

 Ensure that each local government jurisdiction will be held harmless; 824 

 Recognize that the sales and use tax revenue stream is a replacement for the 825 

communications services tax; and therefore, referendums votes by the cities or 826 

counties are not required; 827 

 Provide that revenue streams for local governments will be unrestricted for 828 

purposes of bond financing;  and 829 

                                                 
6 See Appendix III.A for detailed analysis. 
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 Ensure that distributions will be provided directly to municipalities and counties 830 

as currently done under the revenue distribution provisions in chapter 202 and in 831 

similar fashions under chapter 212, F.S..  832 

  833 

The Working Group also recognizes that this revenue stream will be used to secure 834 

existing and future state and local government bonds.   Accordingly, this change to the tax 835 

structure must be implemented in a manner that ensures that state and local governments are 836 

able to bond the revenue stream, and that existing bonds are not impaired.    837 

At the state level, PECO bonds are of particular note.  PECO bonds are funded from the 838 

Public Education Capital Outlay and Debt Service Trust Fund.  This is a constitutionally 839 

authorized trust fund that is referenced in Article XII, Section 9 of the State Constitution.    The 840 

State Constitution provides that gross receipts collected under Chapter 203, Florida Statutes, 841 

are to be placed into that trust fund.  With the elimination of the CST and Chapter 202, Florida 842 

Statutes, under which the gross receipts tax is administered and collected, sales and use tax 843 

revenue will need to replace the gross receipt tax revenue and revisions to laws to accomplish 844 

this result appear to be necessary. 845 

 There will also be technical issues that will need to be addressed with the adoption of 846 

this approach.  Issues that should be reviewed include:   847 

 The treatment of bundled services under the sales and use tax;  848 

 Whether exemptions under the CST should be incorporated into the sales and 849 

use tax structure;  850 

 Tax rounding, which differs in treatment under the sales and use tax;   851 

 The treatment of direct-to-home satellite service since federal law prohibits 852 

imposition of the local option sales and use surtax; and 853 

 The formula to be used to distribute replacement revenues to local governments. 854 
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 The Working Group also suggested that the Legislature consider adopting national 855 

standards for defined terms.  The Working Group generally viewed the definitions provided in 856 

the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement as a good model that is widely recognized and 857 

used by a number of states.   858 

  859 

E. Partial Replacement Option 860 

The Working Group also considered an option that would replace the local component of 861 

the CST with a uniform local option sales and use surtax.  This approach would provide 862 

uniformity among the jurisdictions and simplify administration of the tax.  The Working Group 863 

requested from the Department’s Office of Tax Research an estimate of the necessary rate of 864 

local option sales and use surtax (also known as the local discretionary sales surtaxes) that 865 

would generate revenues sufficient to replace the local component of the CST.  In calculating 866 

the rate, both current levies and unutilized CST capacity were considered. 867 

The rate necessary to replace municipal and county local CST revenues was calculated.  868 

The highest replacement was 0.482 percent for Clay County and the lowest replacement rate 869 

was 0.101 percent for Walton County.  To replace all revenue statewide would require a local 870 

option rate of 0.282 percent.   871 

 In calculating the replacement rate, only utilized and unutilized local CST and utilized 872 

local discretionary sales surtaxes were included.  Unutilized local discretionary sales surtaxes 873 

levies were not included.  The imposition of a local discretionary sales surtax results in an 874 

additional rate of local CST imposed countywide.  Currently, there is $57 million in utilized local 875 

discretionary sales surtaxes –local CST that was included in the analysis.   876 

 There is an additional $225 million in unutilized local discretionary sales surtax that was 877 

not included in the analysis.  Current law allows up to 4 percent discretionary sales surtax in 878 

certain counties.  However, no county has ever imposed more than 1.5 percent.  There is 879 

currently $73 million in unutilized local discretionary sales surtax if all counties were to levy a 880 
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local discretionary sales surtax at a rate of 1.5 percent.  Additionally because the federal 881 

government limits local jurisdictions from assessing communications tax upon satellite 882 

communications providers, the state would have to continue an additional tax assessment upon 883 

satellite communications providers at the statewide level in order to ensure that all like services 884 

were taxed in a like manner. 885 

While this option was considered, it was ranked behind the Holistic Replacement option. 886 

 887 

F. Fix the Communications Services Tax 888 

The other proposed options were grouped under the other category – Fix the CST.  889 

These options are contained in the appendix, along with an outline that groups the options by 890 

topic and identifies the person or entity providing the submission.   While implementing one or 891 

more of the proposed options might mitigate some of the problems with the current system in 892 

the short term, the Working Group was of the opinion that a comprehensive long term solution, 893 

such as the one reflected in the Holistic Replacement option, is needed to modernize the 894 

taxation of communications services. 895 

  896 
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Appendices 897 

 898 
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 900 
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